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ABSTRACT
Perfect Shoes Care is a company engaged in the field of services that
professionally clean shoes that are not worth seeing, worn or dirty. Not only shoes
but also wallets, bags, hats, suitcases and others that are dirty or stained can use
the services provided by Perfect Shoes Care. During the period of approximately 3
(three) months when the author carried out practical work in the company of
Perfect Shoes Care, the author has a goal whereby the author provided assistance
related to deficiencies or problems faced by Perfect Shoes Care, especially in the
field of law where Perfect Shoes Care collaboration with other parties must be
implemented in a written agreement regarding the rights and obligations of the
parties as outlined in the agreement that has been mutually agreed upon so as not
to repeat and cause problems, therefore the author examines issues that arise now
or will occur in the future related to the agreement desired by the parties.
In conducting research, there are generally two methods that can be used,
namely empirical and normative research methods. For this study the author uses
empirical legal research method because the author examined directly and made
observations to the location to search, conduct interviews, collect and analyze
document data in order to help the writer to draft an agreement that would be
implemented in Perfect Shoes Care. After the draft agreement produced by the
author is complete, the author will give the draft to the company and the company
will accept the draft agreement for future use as one of the procedures in the
company to form a partnership. Written agreements can provide legal certainty
and legal protection for both parties. Apart from that, the parties can also know
the legal relationship in cooperation, the rights and obligations that must be
accounted for together based on good faith so that in the future there will be no
parties that are mutually detrimental.
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